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Intermetallic compound CeAl i8 one of the most representa tive members of tlle
3 

fast enriching class of heavy fermion systems. These systems are characterized bj 

a large effective mass of conduction electrons near the Fermi level/l/, 

In this work we present the results o,f measurements of inelastic scattering uf 

thermal neutrons (INS) on the CeA13: Ceo.97Pro.03AI3 and LeAl 3 compounds, using tlle 

time-of-flight spectrometer in inverted geometry with beryllium filter and pyrollitic 
2graphite (as monochromator) in front of the detector at the IBR-2 pulsed reactor/ . 

The resolution on the elastic line was 0.6 meU;wld the regime of measurements, 

energy loss due to the scattering processo E-
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The neutron scattering spectra for CeAI at 10 K, 77 K, together with those for
3,
 

LaAl at 77 K are shown in figo 1. The measurements on LaA1 have been performed to
3 3
 
estimate the phonon contribution to the CeA1 spectrum. Two isostructural compounds


3 
have similar values of lattice parameters, but La has no magnetoactive 4f electrons. 

The lanthanum phonon cross section is three times larger than that of cerium, so 

thal the LaAl s~ectra (measured under the same conditions os those of CeA1 çav~
3 3)
 

us an upper limit estimation of the phonon contribution in CeAI Comparing CeAl .

3. 3
 

and LaA1 spectra which are shown in figo 1 and also considering the observed tem

3
 

perature bohaviour af intensity in CeA1 (it is increasing with decreasing tem

3 

perature for an energy transfer greater than 5 meU), we may confirm the existence 

of a strong magnetic scattering up to 60 meU onergy transfer. As is seen in the 

same figure, the CeAl spectrum at 10 K contains a well-defined inelastic peak at
3
 

the energy transfer~ 8 meU.
 

The double differential cross section (ODCS) for the paramagnetic scattering
 

of unpolarized neutrons envolving the 4f-electron-crystalline electric field (CEF)
 

interaction has the form/3/: 
JI
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where ko	 and k1 are the ~ave vectors of incident and scattered neutrons, res- CeO.97PrO.03A13 compound at T=lO 1<. A fragment of the INS spectra on Ceo.97PrO.03A13 m I?1IL 

pecti.ve l y ; F(Q) - the magn~tic f'orm factor;.x: and Xw. the Curie and Van sample is displayed in the insert of fig.2. There is the inelastic peak at .the energy 

Vleck susceptibility; ~n (f ~.t1h1I'l' 1~11) C the normalized to unity Lorentzian trans fer L1 /1 4((, z; 4.31 meV, which corresponds to the f; ~ I~ transi tion o f 
\IIi th the hal f-width at ha1 f-maximum I:"" ; .l1Jn /'\ the energy distance be tween the ground multiplet 3H4 of Pr+3 ion splitted by CEF / 6/. The intensity of this ine

1,

fi
 

the leveIs of the splitted ground multiplet in CEF. 

lhe 4f-electrons-CEF interaction of Ce3~ ion in the hexagonal point symmetry 

case, splits the 2F5/ 2 ground multiplet in three doublets between which the two 

transi tions are possible observable at Lov temperature (T <. tiYw\VL ) by INS in 

~ ·~the doum scattering regime, if the ground Leve I is rs \1:3/'2.) . In the above 

mentioned way the neutron scattering measurements were interpreted in/ 4/ • There the 

data were prelucrated by decompositinn cf the spectrum into two Lorentzians and were 

established in addition to the inelastic peak at 7,.6 meV the pr eaence of a magnetic 

peak at 5.2 meV corresponding to the f-g [± 3/2)·~ ~I± 5/2> transition. In our INS 

spectra we did not find such a line neither visually, nor by decomposition of the 

spectra in separated 'components, although the energy resolution \lias about two times 

better in this energy transfer range: 

The solid line in figo 2 was obtained by means of the least square fit of the 

experimental spectra of CeA1 at 10 K and 77 K by using the relation (1) and by3 
taking in to account the resolution function of the spectrometer 15/. For this there 

was assumed t'he existence of two quasielastic lines (dotted line 1,2 in fig.2) and 

one inelastic (dotted line 3 in fig.2) since only in this \IIay \IIe could obtain a sa

tisfactory description of measured spectra. In order ta get a quantitative estima

tion of the observed spectrai component intensity (j(~h1 .and ~~~ in relation (1» 

of magnetic respanse function of CeA1 we have 3 
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Fig. 2. 

performed the INS measurement on 

-----~. 

1.-.. ---r----í:=- calculated \11 i th the same spectral characteristics 
II\ON,~"-7 ~ i as' for CeA1 3 and inelastic lin; due to scattering 
7 _5_: 2 1 on G--"" f6 transition of Pr+ ion in CEF. 

INS spectra of CeA1 Salid curves were3(points).
obtained by convolution af expression (1) with 
the ~nstrumental resolution using intensities, 
positions and widths of separate spectral com
ponents given in the table. Dotted 1,2 -- qua
sielastic, 3 -- inelastic camponent of the spec
trum. The notations are the same as in fig. 1. 
The insert ehovs a fragment o f inelas~ic ~peetrum 
on CeO 97PrO 03A13 at T=10 K. The so l i d Li.ne was. 
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lastic line	 is proportio~al to Van Vleck suscepti~ility of the system of ~ -- 16 , Xh - 16 -2 EME If 11 t f .leveIs and Ylelds: \~ :: 6.4xlO 0101' a he actors ente~lng the 

expression for DDCS (1) are taken into account, then one may use the Van Vleck 

susceptibility of the r; - /"6 transi tion and i ts corresponding intensity in the 

CeO.97PrO.03A13 spectrum to	 normalize the spectral component intensity af CeA1 
3, 

The magnetic response function characteristics of the CeA1 compound determineu
3 

by the above mentioned procedure are summarized in the table. In the same table there 

lable 
lJ.,meV r,meV XNx10-2~ 

O 1,2	 0,3
T=10K O 13 2{ 

7,6 t 0,3 5,0 0,5 

O 2,2tQ5
T=771< O 19 t 3{ 

5,"t 0,5 10 :!:'1 

1,1
06 

} X N 21 0-2 em..! 
= ,x1 mol 

O;" Xbulk",2,2x10-2~ 

0,1
0,3 
O, Li5 

} XN=a85x1Õ2~ 
'mol 

X bulk= 0,75)(1Õ2~ 

are also listed the measured bulk susceptibility 17 ,8/ . The magnitudes of the to

tal static susceptibility determined by INS on CeA1 3( )(N) are in good agreement 

with those obtained by magnetic measurements ( )( bulk). The fact indicates that the 

used analysis of data i9 adequate. 

Unexpected for the magnetic response function parameter values in CeA1 3 are the 

t\110 facts. Firstly : the existence of a single inelastic peak only. This contradicts 
,., 2, .

wlth the \IIldespread assertlon that the ground state of F multlplet In CEF of5/ 2 
CeA1 is a doublet f9 1~3/2>/4,B-ll/, because there becomes possible one transition

3 
to the LeveI ~ I~3/2), only i f the ground LeveI is G1.:t112/. In the f'ramework of 

the standard CEF -:.theory, the Van Vleck susceptibility for the ~ -'-9 transition 

yields: X~-{9 = 0.83 x 10-2 ~~~ urh.i.ch is t\110 t ímea-Larqer than those 

measured by the INS at T=lO K.This divergence suggests possible that strong interac

tion in CeA1 of 4f localized electrons \IIith the conduction electrons modifies the3 
wave functions of 4f electrons in CEF and the usual CEF theory cannot be· applied for 

to calculate the observed intensity of inelastic magnetic scattering. 

The second peculiarity of the magnetic response function characteristics in 

CeA1 is the existence of two quasielastic components with a difference between3 
their linewidths by an order of magnitud~. Heavy fermion systems are characterized 

by anomalously large values of the electronic specific heat coefficient ~ and 

of the magnetic susceptibility X at T~O (for CeA1 3 '('{o):: 1.62 mel. \(221 

X(o) ~ 3.6 x 10-2 EME what correspands to the resonance width near Fermi
l/12/)mo	 1131 1141

leveI of.about 1 meV. The INS measurements on CeA1 and CeCu samples, per3 6 
formed with a high resolution, but limited to a short energy transfer range (.:t2.5meV), 

2	 3 
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pointed out that the quosielastic peak llIidth had the value o f 0.5 meV for l~ O 

IlIhich was in agreement with the estimation Df the scale width on tbe basis Df speci

fie heat doto ( r('T->D).; {ro-l·~ 1 meV). 

In our experiments the magnetic quasielastic scattering with a width Df about 

1 meV at r = 10 K was also observed. At the same time in the IN5 experiments on 
15/, UPt 16/)heavy fermion systems bosed on uranium (UBe there is not found a

13/ 3/ ·1 
correlation petween the rrC) magnitude and the ~uasielastic response width, the 

latter being by an order greater than expected and coincides with the width of the 

second quasielastic peak found in this uro rk for CeA1 
.....	 3. 

lhe presence of the two quasielastic components in magnetic response function in 

CeA1 3, permits to assume the existence Df the two types Df magnetic fluctuations 

(slow and fust) with characteristic relaxation times differeing by an order Df 
magnitude. . 

lhe possible explanation for the presence Df two quasielastic peaks in IN5 

spectra of CeA1 3 could be the neutron scattering on 4f localized moments Df the 
3

Ce+ ions and on"compensating conduction electron spin clouds". Of course such a 

supposition ne~ds further experimental study (IN5 experiments with other heavy fermi

on systems in a larger energy transfer range) and detailed theoretic~l considerat10n. 

We are grateful to D.I.Khomski for theoretical discussions, to M.Popescu for 

assistence in manuscript preparation and to P.A.Alekseev for providing the sample 

CeO.97PrO.03A13· 
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rOpeMblqKHH E.A. H rrp. E14-87-278 
Heynpyroe MarHHTHoe pacceHHHe TenJIOBblX HeHTpoHoB 
Ha CHCTeMe C TH~eJIb~H ~epMHoHaMH CeAl3 

B sxcnepaxea r-ax no ueynpyr-osry pacceanmo TenJIOBblX HeH
TpOHOB Ha CHCTeMe C TH~eJIb~H ~epMHoHaMH CeAl3 HaÕJIIOp;aJIaCh 
HeOÕbIQHaH ~opMa MarHHTHoH ~YHK~HH OTKJIHKa. Haprrrry C oco õerr
HOCThlO npa ne penaue 3HeprHH ::::: 8 M3B, OÕYCJIOBJIeHHOH nepexo- I 

P;OM Me~y YPOBHHMH paC~enJIeHHOrO KpHCTaJIJIHqeCKHM 3JIeKTpH
qeCKHM nOJIeM OCHOBHoro MYJIhTHTIJIe'ra HOHa Ce+3, oõnapyxeao 
HHTeCHOBHoe MarHHTHoe pacceHHHe p;o nepep;aq 3HeprHH ~60 M3B. 

PaÕOTa BbIIIOJIHeHa B JIaõopaTopHH HeHTpoHHOH ~H3HKH OIDIH. 

Iípenpaar Oõsenaaeaaoro HHCTHTyra .fI,nepHbIX.HCCJIe,nOBaHHH. ,ny6Ha 1987 

Goremychkin E.A. et aI. 
Inelastic Scattering of Thermal Ne
on Heavy Fermion Syst~m ~eA13 

E14-87-278 
utrons 

Inelastic scattering of thermal neutrons on heavy fer
mion system CeAl3 in a large energy transfer range (up to 

::::: 100 meV) has revealed an unusual aspect of the magnêtic 
response function.Besides the peculiarity at the energy 
transfer of ~8 meV due to crystal leveI transition withiri 
the ground multiplet of the Ce+3 ion in the crystalline 
electric field, strong magnetic scattering up to 60 meV 
energy was observed. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Neutron Physics, JINR. 
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